THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRIMARY MATERIALS is arranged generically; items are listed in order of first publication in full or in extract form. Sutherland wrote many poems that remain unpublished; manuscript material of this sort has not been listed. Reprints and anthologizations are not exhaustive. The listing of secondary materials covers items published up to September 1999.

Primary materials

1 Selected poems


2 Short stories


© FonTomFrom: Contemporary Ghanaian Literature, Theatre and Film, ed. Kofi Anyidoho & James Gibbs (Matatu 21–22; Amsterdam & Atlanta GA: Editions Rodopi, 2000).
3 Letters, essays, articles, booklets


“A Proposal for a historical drama festival in Cape Coast” (1980; expanded in 1991 into plans for PANAFEST, a Pan African Historical Theatre Festival).

4 Plays


Children of the Man-Made Lake. Printed in the present issue of Matatu, 75–96.